Microbial evolution experiments offer a powerful approach for coupling changes in complex phenotypes, including fitness and its components, with specific mutations. Here we investigate mutations substituted in 15 lines of Escherichia coli that evolved for 1000 generations under freeze-thaw-growth (FTG) conditions. To investigate the genetic basis of their improvements, we screened many of the lines for mutations involving insertion sequence (IS) elements and identified two genes where multiple lines had similar mutations. Three lines had IS150 insertions in cls, which encodes cardiolipin synthase, and 8 lines had IS150 insertions in the uspA-uspB intergenic region, encoding two universal stress proteins. Another line had an 11-bp deletion mutation in the cls gene. Strain reconstructions and competitions demonstrated that this deletion is beneficial under the FTG regime in its evolved genetic background. Further experiments showed that this cls mutation helps maintain membrane fluidity after freezing and thawing and improves freeze-thaw (FT) survival. Reconstruction of isogenic strains also showed that the IS150 insertions in uspA/B are beneficial under the FTG regime. The evolved insertions reduce uspB transcription and increase both FT survival and recovery, but the physiological mechanism for this fitness improvement remains unknown.
VOLUTIONARY biologists have long been interested in elucidating the genetic bases of adaptation to particular environments, including especially those environments that are novel or stressful to the organism. Evolution experiments using bacteria and other microorganisms (Elena and Lenski 2003; Poon and Chao 2005; Riehle et al. 2005; Herring et al. 2006; Schoustra et al. 2006; Velicer et al. 2006 ) offer a powerful context for studying the genetics of evolutionary adaptation, because one can couple changes in phenotypic traits, including fitness and its components, with specific mutations. In these studies, it is of interest to know whether independent populations, when confronted with the same environmental challenges, will evolve along parallel or divergent paths. The convergence of multiple evolving lines on similar phenotypes provides a strong indication that the changes are adaptive as opposed to the product of random genetic drift (Bull et al. 1997; Ferea et al. 1999; Wichman et al. 1999; Cooper et al. 2001 Cooper et al. , 2003 Colosimo et al. 2005; Wood et al. 2005; Pelosi et al. 2006; Woods et al. 2006) .
Previous studies on evolutionary adaptation to stressful environments have focused on how known stressresponsive genes evolve (Riehle et al. 2001; De Visser et al. 2004 ). However, relatively few genes have been identified that are known to be important for adaptation to freeze-thaw (FT) stress, especially in mesophilic organisms such as Escherichia coli. When populations of E. coli are subjected to repeated FT cycles, no survivors remain in the population after 40 cycles (Sleight et al. 2006) . To study how such populations may genetically adapt to these conditions over evolutionary time, 15 populations evolved under a freeze-thaw-growth (FTG) regime, where the growth phase allows for the selection of cells that can both survive and recover from the FT stress (Sleight and Lenski 2007) . Here, we examine the genetic basis of evolutionary adaptation that occurred in these 15 FTG-evolved populations. The evolved lines achieved large increases in fitness relative to their progenitors when competed under the FTG regime, and these gains resulted from both improved survival after the FT cycle and faster recovery to initiate exponential growth after thawing (Sleight and Lenski 2007) . This shorter lag phase is specific to recovery after freezing and thawing and not some more general improvement in recovery of growth following stationary phase per se. Thus, it is of interest to identify and characterize the genetic changes responsible for these adaptations to the FTG regime.
Various approaches have been used to find beneficial mutations substituted in bacterial evolution experiments (Treves et al. 1998; Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2000; Cooper et al. 2001 Cooper et al. , 2003 Zinser 1 et al. 2003; Schneider and Lenski 2004; Herring et al. 2006; Pelosi et al. 2006; Velicer et al. 2006) . In this study, we screened the entire genomes of many of the FTG-evolved lines and their progenitors by using a fingerprinting approach with insertion sequence (IS) elements as probes. This approach led to the discovery of multiple IS-associated mutations at each of two loci, and these genes and mutations were further analyzed in this study at both the phenotypic and the molecular levels. In the paragraph below, we describe some of the salient features of IS elements relevant for our work.
IS elements are generally small (,2.5 kb) mobile genetic elements, found in bacteria, that carry information related only to their transposition and its regulation (Mahillon and Chandler 1998) . The number and locations of IS elements vary among bacterial genomes (Deonier 1996; Schneider et al. 2002) , and these elements are a significant source of new mutations (Naas et al. 1994; Hall 1999; Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2000; Cooper et al. 2001; De Visser et al. 2004; Schneider and Lenski 2004) . IS-mediated mutations can cause genomic rearrangements and also have diverse effects on gene expression ( Jordan et al. 1968; Reynolds et al. 1981; Charlier et al. 1982; Ciampi et al. 1982; Jaurin and Normark 1983; Blasband et al. 1986; Hall 1999; Bongers et al. 2003) . Some authors have suggested that IS transposition may occur at higher rates in bacteria under various stressful conditions (Reif and Saedler 1975; Naas et al. 1995; Eichenbaum and Livneh 1998; Hall 1999; De Visser et al. 2004; Ohtsubo et al. 2005; Twiss et al. 2005) , but IS-mediated mutations certainly occur in nonstressful environments as well (Papadopoulos et al. 1999) . In this study, we seek to determine whether IS mutations that were substituted in the evolving lines contributed to their adaptation to the FTG regime.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Derivation of bacterial strains:
The bacteria used in this study derive from a common ancestor via two successive evolution experiments, as summarized in Figure 1 . In the first experiment, 12 populations independently evolved for 20,000 generations (3000 days) starting from two variants of the same ancestral strain of E. coli B (Lenski et al. 1991; Lenski 2004) . One ancestral variant (REL606) cannot grow on arabinose, while the other (REL607) is a spontaneous Ara 1 mutant. The Ara marker is selectively neutral under the conditions of that long-term experiment (Lenski et al. 1991) as well as in the freeze-thaw-growth environment used in this study (Sleight and Lenski 2007) . For the purposes of this article, we refer to both variants as the ''ancestor,'' unless we need to discriminate between them for methodological reasons, or as the ''original ancestor'' to minimize confusion with clones derived from the first evolution experiment that served as progenitors for the second evolution experiment. The long-term experiment involves daily transfers in Davis minimal medium supplemented with glucose at 25 mg/ml (DM25) with incubation at 37°. The 100-fold dilution and regrowth allow $6.6 (¼ log 2 100) generations per day. One clone was sampled from each of the 12 populations after 20,000 generations, and these 12 clones are designated as A-1-A-6 and A11-A16 for this study.
The second evolution experiment involves 15 populations that were propagated under the FTG regime. Three populations were founded by the Ara 1 variant of the original ancestor, and a single population was founded by each clone sampled from each of the 12 long-term populations. We used the longterm populations as progenitors for this FTG evolution experiment because, relative to the ancestor, we hypothesized they had more potential for evolutionary adaptation specific to the FT component of the cycle because they were already well adapted to benign growth conditions. Indeed, this hypothesis was well supported (Sleight and Lenski 2007) . These 15 populations evolved for 150 2-day FTG cycles, which equals at least 1000 generations on the basis of the 100-fold dilution and growth in alternating days. Somewhat more generations occurred because growth also offset death during the freeze-thaw cycle in alternating days. To start the FTG evolution experiment, 1 ml of DM25 stationary-phase culture was transferred into a freezer tube and put in a À80°freezer for 22.5 hr. The tube then thawed at room temperature ($22°) for 1.5 hr, after which time the culture was diluted 100-fold into fresh DM25 and incubated at 37°without shaking for 24 hr. Thus, the evolving populations experienced cycles of a day of freezing and thawing that alternated with a day of growth in the same medium and at the same temperature as during the long-term evolution experiment. Populations and clones were sampled and stored every 100 generations (30 days) in freezer vials with glycerol for future studies. Note that glycerol was added as a cryoprotectant for long-term storage of samples, but no cryoprotectant was present during the actual FTG-evolution experiment itself. The three populations derived from the original ancestor are designated as AncA/FTG, AncB/FTG, and AncC/FTG, while the other 12 are designated as A-1/ FTG-A-6/FTG and A11/FTG-A16/FTG (Figure 1) .
During the first evolution experiment, unique mutations were substituted in each of the 12 populations after 20,000 generations, including different alleles in nadR (Woods et al. Figure 1 .-Evolutionary histories of freeze-thaw-growth (FTG) populations. The ancestor of a long-term evolution experiment (Lenski et al. 1991 ) was used to found 3 FTGevolved populations. Twelve other FTG-evolved populations were founded by clones sampled from each of 12 populations that previously evolved for 20,000 generations at 37°. All 15 of the FTG lines evolved for 1000 generations under the FTG regime, with alternating days of a FT cycle and growth at 37°. The culture medium used for growth was the same as the one used in the long-term evolution experiment.
2006). To check for the possibility of inadvertent crosscontamination during the second evolution experiment, the nadR gene was resequenced in all 15 of the FTG lines. In all cases, the nadR alleles precisely matched that of their intended progenitors, thereby excluding any cross-contamination.
DNA extractions, PCR, and sequencing: DNA was extracted from cultures grown overnight in LB medium using the QIAGEN (Valencia, CA) genomic-tip 100/G kit and quantified using a spectrophotometer. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed using the Promega (Madison, WI) High Fidelity Taq Polymerase kit in a PTC-200 thermocycler (MJ Research, Watertown, MA). PCR products were purified using a GFX PCR DNA and gel band purification kit (Amersham Biosciences, Arlington Heights, IL). Purified PCR products were sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination method (Sanger et al. 1977) . DNA sequences were aligned in the SeqMan program (DNASTAR, Madison, WI). All mutations were verified by repeating this entire process at least twice.
Southern hybridizations with IS probes: Extracted genomic DNA from each clone was digested with EcoRV (for IS1, IS2, IS3, IS4, IS30, and IS186) or HincII (for IS150), separated on a 0.8% agarose gel with a 1-kb ladder (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA), and transferred to nylon membranes (Southern 1975) . Hybridizations were performed at high stringency (68°), using as probes internal fragments of each IS, which were PCR amplified using primers shown in supplemental Table 1 , purified, and labeled using the DIG DNA labeling and detection kit (Roche, Indianapolis).
Characterization of sequences adjacent to IS elements by inverse PCR: Genomic DNA from each clone was digested with EcoRV or HincII and separated on agarose gels. Gel fragments containing IS elements were cut and purified using the GFX PCR DNA and the gel band purification kit (Amersham Biosciences). The fragments were self-ligated using T4 DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs) at 10 mg/ml, and the ligated mixtures were used as templates in PCR reactions, using primers directed outward from the appropriate IS element (supplemental Table 2 ). PCR products were purified and sequenced, and the sequences adjacent to the IS element were compared to the genome sequence for E. coli K-12 ; GenBank accession no. NC_000913). Once these adjacent sequences were identified, primers were designed to PCR amplify the IS-insertion allele on the chromosome. The PCR products were sequenced with the same primers (supplemental Table 2 ) to determine the exact position, orientation, and target-site duplication caused by the IS insertion.
Isogenic strain construction: Isogenic constructions and reconstructions were created using the ''gene-gorging'' replacement technique (Herring et al. 2003) . In the case of the A-2/FTG evolved clone, which has an 11-bp deletion in the cls gene, we performed two allelic replacements. First, the ancestral cls allele was moved into this evolved clone. Next, the evolved clone with the introduced ancestral cls allele was reconstructed to the evolved cls deletion allele to verify that phenotypic differences were caused by the mutation and not a side effect of the gene-gorging process. Second, the evolved cls deletion allele was moved into the A-2 progenitor and then reconstructed back to the ancestral cls allele. We used the A-2/ FTG line, rather than other evolved lines that had IS insertions in the cls gene, because this 11-bp deletion is easier to manipulate. In the case of the AncB/FTG-evolved clone, which acquired an IS150 insertion in the uspA/B intergenic region, we independently made two isogenic constructs from which this IS150 insertion was removed, thereby restoring the ancestral allele of uspA/B. In this case, we did not move the uspA/BTIS150 allele back into this construct, or into the ancestor, because recombination events that occur during the strain construction process with other IS150 copies already present in the chromosome make such constructions problematic. The two independently constructed isogenic strains from which the IS150 insertion was removed did not differ significantly from one another in any respect, supporting their isogenicity, and the data obtained for them are combined in the competition and real-time PCR experiments reported in this article.
For all constructs, we used one primer with an I-Sce-I restriction site on its 59 end. Fragments that included $500 bp on each side of the mutation site or its ancestral equivalent were PCR amplified and purified. Primers used to make the cls and uspA/B constructs are available in supplemental Table 3 . The resulting $1-kb fragment was cloned into pCRII-Topo and transformed into E. coli, using the Topo TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, San Diego). Transformants were selected and grown in LB supplemented with ampicillin, and the plasmids were purified using the Promega Wizard Plus SV Miniprep DNA purification system. All cloned fragments were checked by DNA sequencing, and no additional mutations were detected.
Recombination of the different alleles into the chromosome was performed as described by Herring et al. (2003) . Putative constructs were then screened for the desired genotype, using PCR with primers specific to the corresponding gene.
Quantifying FTG fitness and its components: We performed competition experiments to measure the relative fitness levels of various ancestral, evolved, and constructed genotypes. The neutrally marked variants of the ancestral strain allowed competitors to be distinguished on the basis of colony color on tetrazolium-arabinose (TA) indicator agar (Lenski et al. 1991; Sleight and Lenski 2007) . For each replicate competition assay, each competitor's realized (net) growth rate, r, was measured over the 2-day FTG cycle, as
where N 2 is that competitor's final cell density, N 0 is its initial cell density, and the factor of 100 takes into account the 100-fold dilution between each FTG cycle. Thus, the overall FTG fitness of one competitor relative to another is simply the ratio of their respective realized growth rates over the complete cycle.
We also calculated each competitor's FT survival, s, and subsequent growth rate, g, over the 2 separate days of the FTG cycle as
where N 1 is the viable cell density measured after the first day of the cycle prior to the 100-fold dilution. Note that survival is a proportion, whereas growth is a rate. In any case, the relative survival and growth of two competitors are expressed as the ratio of the relevant parameters, so that both become dimensionless quantities, as is the overall FTG fitness. Note also that all of these quantities are calculated separately for each replicate assay, thus preserving their statistical independence. The quantities were averaged across replicates and analyzed statistically as described below.
Statistical methods: We performed paired t-tests to compare the properties of two clones, with pairing based on temporal and spatial proximity in the structure of the experiment. In those cases where we had a priori expectations about the direction of change, significance was computed using onetailed t-tests; otherwise two-tailed tests were used. We expected the FTG-evolved lines to have improved performance relative to their progenitors in the FTG regime, including both FT survival and subsequent growth. We also expected that evolved alleles would confer an advantage under the FTG conditions and when present in the evolved genetic background. However, we had no expectations for other phenotypic aspects of isogenic clones differing only by a specific allele. Two-way ANOVAs were performed to compare phenotypic measures between clones with the four combinations of ancestral and evolved backgrounds and alleles.
Measuring membrane fluidity: Fluorescence polarization (anisotropy) measures fluidity in the cytoplasmic membrane using various probes, each one specific to a particular region of the membrane (Harris et al. 2002; Vanounou et al. 2002) . Fluorescence anisotropy was measured with a Spectramax M5 fluorometer (Molecular Devices, Menlo Park, CA) using two probes, 6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylaminoaphthalene (laurdan) and 1,3-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH). Laurdan is an amphipathic molecule that localizes near the lipid polar head groups in the cytoplasmic membrane and is therefore sensitive to changes at the water-lipid interface (Harris et al. 2002; Vanounou et al. 2002) . DPH is useful for detecting changes in saturation of fatty acyl chains in the cytoplasmic membrane (Aricha et al. 2004; Beney et al. 2004) . Either laurdan (5 3 10 À5 m added from a stock solution in methanol) or DPH (5 3 10 À5 m added from a stock solution in tetrahydrofuran) was incubated for 1 hr at room temperature in the dark with 0.2 ml of cultures sampled either at stationary phase or after a FT cycle. Cultures without any probe were used as a scattering control and were incubated under the same conditions, for each individually measured sample.
The ratio of probe to culture concentration was chosen by using the minimum concentration giving an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio (Vanounou et al. 2002) . Laurdan anisotropy was measured at the 355-nm excitation wavelength and 440-nm emission wavelength. DPH anisotropy was measured at the 360-nm excitation wavelength and 430-nm emission wavelength. Anisotropy (r) is calculated as
where I V and I H are the fluorescence intensities determined at vertical and horizontal orientations of the emission polarizer when the excitation polarizer is set in the vertical position (Harris et al. 2002) . G is a correction factor for dissymmetry associated with the horizontal and vertical positions of the polarizers. Lower anisotropy values indicate higher probe rotation and thus imply a more fluid membrane compared to higher anisotropy values.
RNA extractions and real-time PCR: RNA was extracted from cultures at stationary phase (24 hr after dilution into fresh media), after a FT cycle (frozen at À80°for 22.5 hr and then thawed for 1.5 hr at room temperature), and under transitional growth conditions (2 hr after the thawed culture was diluted 1:10 into DM25 and incubated at 37°), using the RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN). For that third treatment, 2 hr was chosen because the ancestor is still deep within its long FTassociated lag phase, whereas the evolved clone is approaching the time when it starts growth (Sleight and Lenski 2007) ; hence, that time point may reveal physiologically important differences in gene expression between the evolved clone and the ancestor. A 1:10 dilution was used, instead of the 1:100 dilution used in the evolution experiment, to extract enough RNA for the real-time (RT)-PCR procedure; control experiments confirmed that the difference between the ancestor and the evolved clone in the duration of their lags after a FT cycle is comparable for 1:10 and 1:100 dilutions. The same culture volume was used for each clone to preserve the relevant cell density, while an endogenous control served to measure the total RNA present (see below). After extraction, RNA was treated with RNase-free DNase (Ambion, Austin, TX), and PCR experiments were run using the extracted RNA as a template to ensure the absence of DNA in the RNA samples. RT-PCR was performed using the TaqMan One-Step RT-PCR kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) with primers and MCB probes specific to the uspA, uspB, and 16S rRNA genes in the ABI Prism 7900HT sequence detection system. Negative controls without any RNA were also used in RT-PCR experiments, and they produced no significant background noise. An RNA standard was obtained by mixing RNA from different samples, and a log 10 dilution series through 10 À5 was measured with the primers and probe for each gene. Regression was then performed on C T (threshold cycle) values against the dilution factor to determine the amount of RNA in unknown samples. The mRNA levels for uspA and uspB levels were individually divided by the 16S rRNA levels for each clone and sample time point to ensure that any differences were not an artifact of the total amount of RNA extracted.
Ethanol sensitivity experiments: Samples of an evolved clone in stationary phase or after a FT cycle were mixed with the reciprocally marked ancestor from the same condition, as in a competition experiment. The mixed culture was then incubated in 10% ethanol at 37°for 1 hr. Cell densities were measured before and after ethanol exposure and used to quantify relative sensitivity, using the same equation used to quantify relative FT survival.
RESULTS
Discovery of several IS-associated mutations in FTGevolved lines: To characterize genetic changes and genomic rearrangements associated with IS elements in FTG-evolved lines relative to their progenitors, a restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was performed using internal fragments from each of the seven IS elements in E. coli B as probes. One clone sampled from 10 of the 15 evolved FTG populations was compared against its progenitor for each of the seven IS elements (supplemental Table 4 ). An IS-associated change is defined as either a gain or a loss of a band; however, one IS-mediated mutation can produce more than one band change, and therefore this method may sometimes overestimate the number of underlying mutational events (Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2000) . Of the seven IS elements, three showed no changes (IS2, IS4, and IS30) in any of the 10 evolved lineages. By contrast, there were 30 total changes in the other four IS elements (IS1, IS3, IS150, and IS186), with IS150 alone contributing more than half of these changes. This high level of activity is not specific to FTG conditions, because IS150 also shows high activity under benign growth conditions (Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2000; Cooper et al. 2001) .
Localization of IS-associated mutations in FTGevolved lines: Given the numerous IS-associated mutations that we found, we focused our attention on characterizing those changes that arose independently in multiple FTG-evolved lines. Supplemental Figure 1 shows the Southern hybridizations using the IS150 sequence to probe the genomes of the FTG-evolved lines and their progenitors. Bands present in more than one FTG-evolved line, but not in their progenitors, are circled and the chromosomal location is indicated. Two of the 10 FTG-evolved clones that were tested have an insertion in the cls gene, and 4 evolved clones have an insertion in the uspA/B intergenic region.
Systematic screening of cls mutations in FTG-evolved lines: After the cls and uspA/B insertion mutations were discovered, we screened 10 clones from each of the 15 FTG-evolved populations for the presence of insertion mutations in these loci, using PCR with primers designed to detect mutations in regulatory as well as coding regions. For the cls gene, 5 FTG-evolved lines were found to have IS insertions in at least one clone, including the 2 lines in which IS150 insertions were originally found (A14/FTG and A-3/FTG). In a third line (A-1/FTG), an IS150 insertion was found in a single clone that was not tested in the previous Southern hybridizations. In 2 other lines (A-5/FTG and A-6/FTG), all clones tested had insertions of a different element, IS186, either in or immediately upstream of cls. Surprisingly, however, the progenitors of these 2 lines (A-5 and A-6), which had evolved for 20,000 generations at constant 37°, already harbored the clsTIS186 insertions. Thus, while these last two mutations might have contributed to adaptation to the previous environment, they cannot be responsible for the fitness gains specific to the FTG regime. In all of the other FTG-evolved lines that had no insertion mutations in cls, we sequenced that gene and its adjacent regulatory region. One additional substitution was found, in which the A-2/FTG-evolved line had an 11-bp deletion that generates a premature stop codon 105 bp upstream of the original one. The physical locations of all these cls mutations and the number of mutated clones in each population are listed in supplemental Table 5 , while Figure 2 provides a schematic. We presume that all of the cls mutations that evolved during the FTG experiment, including the deletion in line A-2/FTG, disrupt the function of the encoded enzyme, cardiolipin (CL) synthase. This enzyme is widely distributed across bacterial species, and it converts two phosphatidylglycerol molecules into CL and glycerol in the membrane (Hirschberg and Kennedy 1972) during stationary phase (Shibuya and Hiraoka 1992) . Table 5 ). Cross-contamination can be ruled out as a possible explanation because these clones have different IS banding patterns in RFLP experiments, different cls mutations (as described above), and unique nadR alleles derived from their progenitors (see materials and methods). Figure 3 shows that these identical IS150 insertions are located 34 bp upstream of the uspB start codon and 95 bp downstream of the putative uspB s S -promoter. The uspA and uspB genes encode universal stress proteins (Usp) A and B, respectively. UspA is an autophosphorylating serine and threonine phosphoprotein that is induced under a wide variety of stress conditions; it is thought to play a role in protecting cells from DNA damage, although its exact function is unknown (Kvint et al. 2003) . Even less is known about UspB, although it is differentially transcribed from UspA and might not be a truly universal stress protein (Farewell et al. 1998; Kvint et al. 2003) . In the 7 other FTG lines without uspA/uspBTIS150 mutations, we sequenced uspA, uspB, and the uspA/B intergenic region for individual clones, but found no other mutations.
Phenotypic effects of evolved cls mutation: We performed two types of experiments to investigate the physiological effects of the cls deletion mutation in the evolved and progenitor backgrounds: fitness assays and membrane fluidity measurements.
Fitness assays: We measured the relative fitness levels of all four isogenic strains, including the ancestral and evolved cls alleles in the progenitor and FTG-evolved genetic backgrounds, under four conditions (Figure 4 ): over the entire 2-day FTG regime, FT survival only, growth performance after the FT treatment only, and growth performance after stationary phase (without a FT cycle). Over the entire FTG cycle, the evolved clone with the cls À mutation has a significantly higher fitness Table 5 for information on the location of each mutation and the number of mutated clones in each population. The bent arrow indicates the putative transcription start site of cls, and the sigma factor (s 70 ) responsible for its transcription is also shown (Ivanisevic et al. 1995) . The yciU gene (330 bp) encodes a hypothetical protein and is predicted to be transcribed in the same direction as cls. In this case, the cls mutations may have polar effects on yciU transcription. The kch gene (1254 bp) encodes a potassium voltage-gated ion channel.
than its progenitor with the ancestral cls 1 allele ( Figure  4A ; paired one-tailed t-test, P , 0.0001). This higher overall fitness reflects both improved FT survival and subsequent growth after the FT treatment (Figure 4 , B and C; paired one-tailed t-tests, P ¼ 0.0001 and 0.0006, respectively). This overall improvement is specific to FTG conditions, because the evolved clone has a small, but significant, decrease in its performance without the FT treatment ( Figure 4D ; paired two-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.0038). Note the scale differences between sections in Figure 4 ; therefore, the error bars on the fitness values that are not significantly different from 1.0 in Figure 4D are, in fact, very tight. These comparisons demonstrate that the evolved A-2/FTG line improved its FTG fitness relative to its progenitor and that its adaptation is specific to the FTG regime.
Restoring the ancestral cls 1 mutation to this evolved strain reduces overall FTG fitness by $24% ( Figure 4A ; paired two-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.0002). The evolved allele significantly improves both FT survival and subsequent growth (Figure 4 , B and C; paired two-tailed t-tests, P ¼ 0.0054 and 0.0024, respectively). Moreover, the improvement associated with the evolved cls allele is specific to the FTG regime, as there is no significant difference between the ancestral cls 1 and evolved cls À alleles in the same evolved A-2/FTG genetic background during competition after stationary phase without a FT cycle ( Figure 4D ; paired two-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.5077). These comparisons demonstrate that the cls À allele contributes significantly to the FTG-specific adaptation.
When moved into the A-2 progenitor background, however, the same evolved cls À allele shows a much smaller ($5%) and marginally nonsignificant advantage in overall FTG fitness ( Figure 4A ; paired two-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.0957). Also, neither FT survival nor subsequent growth after FT treatment shows any significant effect of the cls allele in the progenitor background ( Figure 4 , B and C; paired two-tailed t-tests, P ¼ 0.4686 and 0.2736, respectively). The ancestral cls 1 allele has a small, but again nonsignificant, advantage during growth after stationary phase without the FT cycle ( Figure 4D ; paired two-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.1250). Evidently, the fitness effects of the evolved cls À allele are contingent on interactions with one or more other mutations in the evolved A-2/FTG line. This conclusion is further supported by a two-way ANOVA using the overall FTG fitness data, which indicates a highly significant interaction between the genetic background and the cls allele (P ¼ 0.0001). Growth-curve experiments performed both after stationary phase and after a FT cycle are consistent with fitness measurements (Sleight 2007) .
Membrane fluidity: Previous research has shown that cls mutants have altered membrane phase transitions during or after a temperature downshift (Pluschke and Overath 1981) . To test whether the evolved cls À allele also changes membrane fluidity, we measured fluorescence anisotropy of the same four strain constructs after either FT treatment or stationary phase at 37°(see materials and methods for further details). Laurdan is a fluorescent probe that localizes to the cytoplasmic membrane and that is sensitive to changes in the water-lipid interface where the phospholipid head groups reside (Harris et al. 2002; Vanounou et al. 2002) . The results of the experiments are summarized in Figure 5 . Figure 5A shows that the evolved cls À allele significantly increases membrane fluidity (reduces laurdan anisotropy) relative to the ancestral cls 1 allele following FT treatment and does so in both the progenitor and the FTG-evolved backgrounds. One or more other evolved alleles must also contribute to greater membrane fluidity, because the evolved construct has greater fluidity than the progenitor even when both strains have the same ancestral cls 1 allele. A two-way ANOVA indicates the effects of both genetic background and the cls allele are highly significant, while there is no significant interaction with respect to this phenotype (Table 1 ). The evolved cls À allele therefore increases membrane fluidity after freezing and thawing regardless of genetic background. However, recall from the fitness experiments that the evolved cls À allele was much more beneficial under the FTG regime in the evolved background. Taken together, these findings indicate that the benefit of increased membrane fluidity after the FT cycle must depend, at least in part, on other mutations in the A-2/FTG-evolved line.
We see no significant differences in membrane fluidity when laurdan anisotropy is measured for the same four strains after stationary phase, without the FT treatment ( Figure 5B , two-way ANOVA for genetic background and allele; main effects and interaction . The IS150 element has at least one possible promoter-like sequence directed outward (Schwartz et al. 1988) toward uspB. See supplemental Table 5 for information on the location of this mutation and the number of mutated clones in each population. P . 0.35). Therefore, the effect of the evolved cls À allele on membrane fluidity is specific to freezing and thawing. Note also that the anisotropy value of the A-2/FTGevolved strain, with its evolved cls À allele, is almost the same when measured after the FT treatment as it is following stationary phase at 37°. This similarity indicates that the FTG-evolved line can maintain its membrane fluidity at the water-lipid interface after a FT cycle, whereas the progenitor's membrane (especially with the ancestral cls 1 allele) becomes much more rigid. We also used the same approach to measure changes in membrane fluidity in two of the FTG-evolved lines with IS150 insertions in the cls gene (A14/FTG and A-3/FTG) relative to their respective progenitors. Both of these evolved lines also have significantly increased membrane fluidity relative to their progenitors after a FTcycle, but not during stationary phase (Sleight 2007) , paralleling the case of the A-2/FTG-evolved clone with the cls deletion relative to its progenitor ( Figure 5 ). By contrast, the two FTG-evolved lines whose progenitors (A-5 and A-6) already had IS186 insertions in or near the cls gene (Figure 2 ) evolved no further changes in their membrane fluidity following the FT treatment (Sleight 2007) . Taken together, these results indicate that the cls mutations are a major, but not the sole, determinant of the evolved changes in membrane fluidity measured after the FT treatment.
To this point, our experiments on membrane fluidity have used laurdan as a probe that is sensitive to changes at the water-lipid interface. We also performed fluorescence polarization measurements using the probe DPH, which is used to detect differences in fatty acyl chains in the membrane. However, we found no differences between multiple FTG-evolved lines and their progenitors, either during stationary phase or after the FT treatment, when using DPH as a probe (Sleight 2007) .
Phenotypic effects of evolved uspA/B mutation: We constructed isogenic strains, in an evolved background only, by replacing the uspA/uspBTIS150 allele in clones from the AncB/FTG-evolved line with the uspA/B ancestral allele. The derived strains were analyzed in two ways: fitness assays and transcription quantitation.
Fitness assays: Figure 6 shows the relative fitness values measured for the ancestor (without the IS insertion), the AncB/FTG-evolved line with its evolved uspA/BTIS150 allele, and the same evolved strain except with that IS150 insertion replaced by the ancestral allele. As expected, the evolved clone has a large fitness advantage relative to its ancestor under the full 2-day FTG regime (Figure 6A ; paired one-tailed t-test, P , 0.0001). Both FT survival and subsequent growth performance contribute significantly to the overall improvement ( Figure 6 , B and C; paired one-tailed t-tests, both P , 0.0001). Even without the FT cycle, this evolved line's fitness increased significantly ( Figure 6D ; paired one-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.0003), although much less so than under the FTG regime; the advantage after FT treatment was $60% ( Figure 6C ) as compared to ,5% following stationary phase at 37°( Figure 6D ). Again, note the difference in scales between Figure 6C and 6D; the confidence intervals on the values in Figure 6D are very tight. The fact that this AncB/FTGevolved line shows some nonspecific adaptation to the growth conditions, whereas the A-2/FTG line examined previously did not, is probably because AncB/FTG derives from the original ancestor, whereas A-2/FTG derives from a progenitor that had already evolved under the same growth conditions for 20,000 generations.
Eliminating the IS150 insertion from the uspA/B intergenic region in the evolved clone (AncB/FTG ÀIS150) causes a small, but significant, reduction in FTG fitness ( Figure 6A ; paired two-tailed t-test, P ¼ 0.0022). Both FT survival and growth performance after the FTcycle benefit from the presence of this insertion ( Figure 6 , B and C; paired two-tailed t-tests, P ¼ 0.0358 and 0.0023, respectively). The beneficial effect of the evolved uspA/uspB-TIS150 allele is specific to FTG conditions, as there is no advantage to the evolved clone of having the IS150 insertion in growth after stationary phase without an intervening FT treatment; in fact, there is a marginally nonsignificant advantage when the evolved uspA/uspB-TIS150 allele is replaced by the insertion-free ancestral allele without the FT treatment ( Figure 6D ; paired twotailed t-test, P ¼ 0.0685). Again, growth-curve experiments performed both after stationary phase and after a FT cycle are consistent with fitness measurements (Sleight 2007) .
Transcription quantitation: We measured the transcription levels of both uspA and uspB by performing RT-PCR in stationary phase, after a FT cycle, and under growth-permissive conditions 2 hr after thawed cultures were diluted into fresh media (Figure 7) . Under all three conditions, transcription of uspB is reduced by more than an order of magnitude in the evolved uspA/ BTIS150 allele relative to both the evolved strain with the ancestral uspA/B allele restored and the ancestor itself. By contrast, the evolved allele has only a small effect on uspA transcription under the same test conditions (Sleight 2007) . This difference is consistent with the physical location of the IS150 insertion between the putative s S -promoter and start codon for uspB, whereas the upstream regulatory region for uspA is not interrupted by the insertion (Figure 3) .
Although UspB is called a universal stress protein, it is evidently beneficial to reduce or even eliminate its expression for freeze-thaw survival and recovery. In fact, UspB is a predicted membrane protein, and uspB mutants are hypersensitive to ethanol during stationary phase (Farewell et al. 1998) . Ethanol fluidizes membranes, and the physiological response to ethanol is an increase of membrane rigidity (Dombek and Ingram 1984) . We hypothesized, therefore, that the disruption of uspB transcription increases membrane fluidity, which would be beneficial in the FTG regime, but should reduce survival during ethanol exposure. To test this hypothesis, we examined the predicted effects on membrane fluidity and ethanol sensitivity by comparing the isogenic strains with and without the IS150 insertion that disrupts uspB transcription. Possible differences in membrane fluidity were measured by performing fluorescence anisotropy after a FT cycle, as well as during stationary phase, using both laurdan and DPH as probes. However, we saw no significant differences in any of these cases (Sleight 2007) . The strains were also tested for differences in ethanol sensitivity during stationary phase or after a FT cycle, but we saw no significant differences between these strains under either treatment (Sleight 2007) . In summary, the IS150 insertion greatly reduces uspB transcription, which is beneficial under the FTG regime, but the physiological basis for that benefit remains unknown.
DISCUSSION
We screened the entire genomes of clones from many of the FTG-evolved lines and their progenitors by using an RFLP method with native IS elements as probes (Naas et al. 1994; Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2000; Cooper et al. 2001; De Visser et al. 2004; Schneider and Lenski 2004) . This approach led to the discovery of new IS insertions and other mutations in multiple FTG-evolved lines at each of two loci, cls and uspA/B (Figures 2 and 3) . Competitions between isogenic strains that differ only at these loci revealed that evolved alleles in both genes confer benefits that are specific to the FTG regime.
Physiological significance of the evolved mutations in cls: The cls gene encodes the CL synthase enzyme, which catalyzes condensation of two phosphatidylglycerol (PG) molecules to form CL and glycerol (Hirschberg and Kennedy 1972) . CL is one of the three main phospholipids in E. coli, the other two being phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and PG (Ames 1968; Cronan 1968; Cronan and Vagelos 1972) . The relative amounts of these phospholipids depend on the physiological condition of cells; PG is most abundant in exponentially growing cells, while CL is dominant in stationary-phase cells and also under other conditions when cellular energy levels are lowered (Ames 1968; Cronan 1968; Cronan and Vagelos 1972; Heber and Tropp 1991;  Shibuya and Hiraoka 1992). Loss-of-function mutations in the cls gene lead to excess PG that cannot be converted to CL during stationary phase (Cronan and Vagelos 1972; Pluschke et al. 1978; Pluschke and Overath 1981) . A temperature downshift causes a phase transition in a cell membrane from a fluid to a more rigid, gel-like state (Hazel 1995) . Prior research has shown that the increased PG content in cls mutants increases membrane fluidity, leading to a decrease of $6°in the midpoint of this phase transition (Pluschke and Overath 1981) .
The effect of an evolved cls deletion mutation on membrane fluidity was tested using fluorescence anisotropy with the amphipathic probe laurdan. No single technique for characterizing membrane fluidity is sensitive to the entire range of lipid motions, and estimates of fluidity therefore depend on the motions that can be detected by particular methods (Hazel 1995) . Laurdan localizes near the phospholipid head groups in the cytoplasmic membrane and hence is useful for examining differences in membrane fluidity at the water-lipid interface. This cls mutation significantly increases fluidity after a FT cycle in both the evolved and the progenitor backgrounds, but it has no significant effect on fluidity during stationary phase at 37°, indicating that it helps to maintain membrane fluidity after FT stress. Freezing and thawing cause changes in hydration, and so the fact that anisotropy values differ among strains only after a FT treatment might indicate a hydration-dependent molecular rearrangement in the head-group region, as other head groups are known to respond to changes in hydration (Hsieh et al. 1997) .
Our findings support previous research showing that membrane fluidity plays an important role in allowing organisms to tolerate various stresses over physiological and evolutionary timescales (Ramos et al. 1997; Beney and Gervais 2001) , including especially stresses related to temperature (Marr and Ingraham 1962; Sinensky 1974; Behan-Martin et al. 1993; Herman et al. 1994; Nedwell 1999) . To compensate for the increased membrane rigidity caused by a temperature downshift, adaptive responses often increase membrane fluidity, a phenomenon known as ''homeoviscous adaptation'' (Sinensky 1974; Hazel 1995) . The increased membrane fluidity associated with the evolved cls alleles, and other mutations not yet found, may promote FT survival in several ways. Disruption of the plasma membrane is the primary cause of FT injury, which leads to changes in osmotic behavior and, potentially, mechanical failure leading to cell death (Steponkus 1984) . Membrane fluidity reduces FT injury and promotes survival during freezing and thawing in bacteria and other organisms (Kruuv et al. 1978; Beney and Gervais 2001) . We speculate that increased membrane fluidity under FTG conditions may be beneficial for a number of reasons, including improved membrane protein function (Letellier et al. 1977; Cronan 1978; Hazel 1995) , greater membrane integrity during contractions and expansions caused by dehydration and rehydration, respectively (Steponkus 1984) , reduced ice-crystal nucleation on the membrane surface (Mindock et al. 2001) , and faster recovery of growth because DNA replication requires a fluid membrane (Castuma et al. 1993) .
Physiological significance of the evolved uspA/B mutations: The uspB gene has a putative s S -promoter (Figure 3) , and it should therefore be upregulated under various stressful conditions (Farewell et al. 1998 ). Yet, although UspB is named a universal stress protein, it is demonstrably beneficial for freeze-thaw survival and recovery to reduce greatly its expression. Based on its sequence, UspB is probably a membraneassociated protein, and it may be involved with maintaining membrane fluidity. However, we saw no differences in membrane fluidity, either during stationary phase or after the FT treatment, using both laurdan and DPH as probes for fluorescence anisotropy. There were also no significant differences between these strains in their ethanol sensitivity during stationary phase or after FT treatment. The physiological basis for the advantage of the uspA/BTIS150 mutant under the FTG regime therefore remains unknown.
The fact that the uspA/BTIS150 insertion is demonstrably beneficial under the FTG regime does not exclude the possibility that the genomic position where it inserted is a ''hotspot'' for this class of mutation (Mahillon and Chandler 1998) , although no such hotspot has been described for IS150. To search for Figure 7 .-Relative uspB transcription differences using real-time PCR. uspB transcription was measured relative to 16S rRNA transcription as an endogenous control at stationary phase, after a FT cycle, and under growth conditions 2 hr after thawed cultures were diluted into fresh media. Clones are as follows: ancestor uspA/B ÀIS150 (open bar), evolved clone AncB/FTG uspA/B 1IS150 (shaded bar), and constructed clone AncB/FTG uspA/B ÀIS150 from which the insertion element was removed (solid bar). The height of each bar represents the mean of two independent RNA extractions, each then analyzed with threefold replication. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals based on the sixfold replication.
specific sequence motifs, we employed the MAST program (Bailey and Gribskov 1998) , using 100-bp regions on either side of each IS150 target site in cls and uspA/B. Only one potential motif was found, a 6-bp stretch (''GGGGCT'') located 4 bp downstream from the uspA/B target site that exactly matches an IS150 insertion into an existing IS1 element (Hall et al. 1989) . A few other IS150 insertion sites in our study are similar to this 6-bp motif, although with mismatches. Given the short length of the motif and the small number of unique IS150 insertions in our study, its biological relevance remains unclear.
In conclusion, we found two loci, cls and uspA/B, in which several lines that had evolved under a FTG regime independently acquired mutations. Construction of and competition between isogenic strains that differ only at those loci demonstrate that the evolved alleles in both genes contribute significantly to the fitness gains under the FTG regime, including improved FT survival and faster recovery of subsequent growth. The cls mutation helps maintain membrane fluidity following FT treatment and contributes to increased FT survival in the evolved background. The mutations in the uspA/B intergenic region severely disrupt transcription of uspB, but the physiological basis for the resulting benefit remains unknown. Moreover, other mutations in unknown genes contribute to adaptation to the FTG regime and interact epistatically with the cls mutation.
